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“Leadership is the capacity to transform vision into reality.” –

Warren G Bennis

We present before you the school

newsletter for the first term of the year

2023-24.This is a year when we expect to

touch greater heights of excellence in

academics and co-curricular activities.

Let’s put in the best of our efforts to make

this year a memorable one for all

Capitolites.

NEWSLETTER FOR THE FIRST TERM, JUNE TO OCTOBER, 2023

ACHIEVEMENTS: LEADING BY EXAMPLE

The INDIGLOBAL Excellence Award was

presented to our passion driven School

Secretary, Dr. Sudha Chandrashekar at

the IndiGlobal Health Care Summit for

technical assistance, consultancy and

implementation of various health

schemes at the regional as well as

national level. As health economist, her

outstanding contributions and

achievements in research, leadership and

the significant impact she had, not only

advanced the understanding of healthcare

economics but also improved the lives of

countless individuals. She continues to be

a source of deep inspiration for all of us.

ACADEMIC PLUS



We are immensely blessed to have our

beloved Principal Mrs Padmasri Y who plays

a significant role in fostering a productive

school climate, creating a strong bond with

staff and students, constantly motivating

and counselling the students which resulted

in their exemplary performances in grade X

AISSE.

Mrs. Prathima Prakash, our Vice Principal was awarded a Citation by

Rotary Club, JP Nagar on 8 September in appreciation of her

‘exceptional dedication, contribution and exemplary service rendered

in the field of Education which has made a difference to the

community.’

Shiksha Bhushan Puraskar 2023 was awarded to Mrs Sangeetha TV

the Secondary Coordinator by CED Foundation acknowledging her

success, recognising her contributions and appreciating her dedicated

efforts while acknowledging the growth of contributors from different

sectors.

ACHIEVEMENTS: LEADING BY EXAMPLE



AISSE RESULT- CAPITOLITES GROWN BEYOND BOUNDARIES

“Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can

be done without hope and confidence.”—Helen Keller.

It gives us immense pride and pleasure to share that the students of

Grade X have come up with a stellar performance in the AISSE 2023.

The commitment of the Management, the unwavering support of our

Principal, dedication and hard work of teachers and students has

helped in achieving the meritorious result.

The school has achieved 100 percent results and the students Ms.

Pooja Pranathi (Science), Ms. Kruthi S Hurakadli (English) and Ms.

Samrudhi Vinay Vernekar (Mathematics) did us proud by scoring

centum. They were also honoured at the Bangalore Sahodaya

Schools Complex Award Ceremony. The students have set a new

benchmark, thereby inspiring their juniors to excel and succeed in

academics.



ADDITIONAL CAMPUS

“I have learned my ABCs and 123’s;

To tie my shoes and

When to say ‘please’.

It’s time to move on;

I’ve had lots of fun!”

UKG GRADUATION DAY

AISSE RESULT- CAPITOLITES GROWN BEYOND BOUNDARIES

We are so proud of our tiny tots who graduated on April 1st 2023. We

can’t believe they survived a year of firsts: New friends, new school,

new routine and they did it all in stride. Their parents survived too,

although we think the kids handled it better!



INDUCTION PROGRAMME-

EMBRACE A NEW PERSPECTIVE

“Every moment is a fresh beginning.”—T.S. Eliot.

The orientation programme was organized by the school for the new

employees of Capitol Public School as well as for the existing teachers

on May 22, 2023. The event was presided over by Principal, Mrs

Padmasri Y and School CEO Mrs Indira Kulai, who gave those present

an overview of the school rules and regulations.

UKG GRADUATION DAY



ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

EVERY BEGINNING HOLDS NEW PROMISES

“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their 

dreams”. Eleanor Roosevelt.

Grade X students and parents were oriented

regarding the AISSE 2023-24 pattern and

policies at an Orientation Programme on 3rd

June 2023.

Our respected Principal Mrs Padmasri Y

welcomed the gathering who were provided an

orientation by Vice Principal Mrs Prathima

Prakash. The session was extremely illuminating

with the Vice Principal speaking regarding the

assessment pattern, choice between Standard

and Basic Mathematics as well as the need to be

focused on academics from the beginning of the

year itself.

The grade X teachers introduced themselves to

the parents and provided tips on how to tackle

the board exam. The session culminated with an

interesting Q and A session.



EXTERNAL ACHIEVEMENTS – A GOOD START MATTERS

“Winning is not a sometime thing; it’s an all the time thing.”—

Vince Lombardi.

ASPIRING POETS – RHYME AND VERSE, OUR UNIVERSE

The academic year began with a

bang as usual! Jahnavi B L and

Iksha Acharya of X Grade (AC) had

the joy of seeing their poems

published in an anthology titled

‘Roses and Flame ', brought out by

Bookbridge Publishing. Their

submission ‘Answer not Found’ was

one of the select poems made part

of this collection. The anthology

was launched on 17th April 2023.

Arundhati Avadhani of Grade X (AC) successfully participated in

the world record breaking event for the largest number of

participants in a Yoga online exercise held to commemorate

International Yoga Day 2023 by Habuild.



MASTER OF SPELL BEE – BUZZING WITH EXCITEMENT

It was the proudest moment for

Capitolites when the (AC) State Level

Spell Bee winners of Grades III to V

were honoured with certificates and

medals by our Vice Principal Mrs.

Prathima Prakash and Pre Primary

Coordinator, Mrs. Roopashree

Ramaswamy. This competition was

conducted by WIZ NATIONAL Spellbee.

It was a delightful moment! for all of us

when Mahesh G of Class VII(MC)

secured the 9th Rank in the State-Level

Competition of Wiz National Spell Bee

2022-23. This whiz kid was honoured

with a certificate, trophy and medal by

Secondary Co-ordinator

Mrs Sangeetha TV.



GIFTED ARTIST – CREATIVITY FULL OF POSITIVITY

Shruthi of Grade VI (MC) was one of the ten

achievers honoured by Tamil Nadu Governor

Mr R.N. Ravi to mark his birthday celebration

on April 3rd, 2023, at Raj Bhavan in

Chennai. The Governor engaged in an

interactive discussion with them and

appreciated their initiatives while motivating

them and urging them to continue their

efforts for the betterment of the community.

We are confident this will serve as a catalyst

and inspire her to make a positive impact on

the community.

She was chosen as one of the ‘Young

Achievers’ by Rotary Club of

Bangalore Cantonment and received

the honour at the prestigious

'Champions of Change' Young

Achievers Awards ceremony. This

award recognises the exceptional

service and commendable work of

young individuals in Karnataka.



Shreyank K and Veeksha Salavadi of Grade

VII won First Prize in Doodle Art in the

Interschool Competition held on 31 August

2023 at Mirambika School for New Age. The

competition was conducted under the theme

of Sages and Scientists of India.

CREATIVE ARTISTS – JUST ADD COLOUR

CHEERS FOR OUR CHESS PRODIGY!

Hemanth K.Y of Grade VII bagged 6th rank

in the State Level contest conducted by

Champion Chess Academy. He was

felicitated by Secondary Co-ordinator Mrs

Sangeetha TV.



Aarav Sachit S of Grade VIII is a

budding badminton superstar who has

participated in various club and state

level championships. He is a dedicated

and passionate sportsman.

Keerthan of Grade II has secured the first

prize and was awarded the gold medal in

the Pride Badminton Park club level

competition

MARTIAL ARTIST 

“Never take your eyes off your opponent…even when you are

bowing.-” Bruce Lee

Narun G. Urs of Grade III has won first prize in

Karate Competition conducted by District

Karate Association -South Bangalore Karate

Championship 2023.

Khushi M of Grade III has won second prize in

Shaolin Wushu Championship.

Akshay kumar of Grade IV has won Gold

medal in Taekwondo Zonal Level conducted by

Taekwondo Association of Telangana.

.



Poorvi of Grade V has won Gold medal in Taekwondo Zonal Level

conducted by Taekwondo Association of Telangana and won second

prize in Best Out of Waste conducted by WhidKids

MARTIAL ARTIST 

It takes a lot of effort and endurance to become a Taekwondo champion.

Hemachandra Reddy of Grade V(MC) has participated in the 18th

Southwest India Taekwondo competition held at Hyderabad in August,

2023. He won the Individual Silver Medal. His victorious journey began in

2019, when he won gold in the 19th State Level Taekwondo

Championship. Congratuations to Hemachandra Reddy on his

achievements and we wish him continued success in his future

endeavours

Hrithika Viswanath of Grade V has won first prize in 50Mts and 25Mts

Breast Stroke, Second place in free style relay, Third prize Midley Relay.

Manasu S of Grade V has entered the Wonder Book of Records by

participating in Radha Krishna Raas, Dance performance of 200

participants for 5Mins.



GIFTED MUSICIAN

Young Achiever, Advith Karne is a

student of Grade III (AC). He has

participated in the Sangeetha Shraavana

programme organised by Kannada

Matthu Samskruthi Ilaake.

INVESTITURE CEREMONY – LEADING LIGHTS OF CAPITOL

Leaders are the game changers of our school and the Investiture

Ceremony for the academic year 2023-24 was an occasion to install

them with pride and honour. All the newly appointed committee

members took pledge to uphold the prestige and glory of the institution

and discharge the responsibilities entrusted to them diligently. This

year the students tasted the true meaning of democracy as Student

Council Members were elected by them using their electoral franchise.

The ceremony was conducted on 03rd July 2023 and was presided over

by our venerable Secretary Dr Sudha Chandrashekar. Respected

Principal Mrs Padmasri Y, CEO Mrs Indira Kulai, Vice Principal Mrs

Prathima Prakash and Core Committee members too graced the

occasion



MAIN CAMPUS ADDITIONAL CAMPUS

Name Designation Name Designation

Vaibhav Kumar Reddy(

X –B)

Head Boy Arjun M Patel

(X A)

Head Boy

Meghana (X –A) Head Girl Anushree Mannur

(X A)

Head Girl

Ujwal Krishna

(X-B)

School Captain Tarush Bhagtani

(X B)

School Captain

Shreeya Shreeshail

Patil( X – C)

School Vice Captain Anika Kajla

(X B)

School Vice Captain

Sohan Ravindra

(X-C)

Sports Captain Arundhati Anantha 

Avadhani ( X A)

Sports Captain

Advika Varsha Surya

(X-C)

Sports Vice Captain Adhiganesh V M(IX 

A)

Sports Vice Captain

Mrinali Bhat

(X-A)

Cultural Secretary G Chaithra Hasini

(X B)

Cultural Secretary

Chinmayi Prasad

(X-B)

Deputy Cultural

Secretary

Ananya Ellur

(IX A)

Deputy Cultural

Secretary

INVESTITURE CEREMONY – LEADING LIGHTS OF CAPITOL



INVESTITURE CEREMONY – LEADING LIGHTS OF CAPITOL



“A country’s greatness lies in its undying ideal of love and

sacrifice that inspire the mothers of the race.”—Sarojini Naidu.

Our hearts swelled with pride and fervour as we celebrated the 77th

Independence Day. We relished every moment as students from

Grades VIII to X marched to the beats of music rendered by the school

band. What was even more inspiring were the speeches delivered by

students of the Main Campus and Additional Campus focusing on

development of the country and the responsibility of youngsters.

Our Principal Mrs Padmasri Y hoisted the Tricolour and delivered a

rousing speech encouraging students to develop the spirit of

patriotism and unity within themselves. Core committee members,

parents and students were present.

INDEPENDENCE DAY: NATION FIRST, ALWAYS FIRST



INDEPENDENCE DAY: NATION FIRST, ALWAYS FIRST



INDEPENDENCE DAY: NATION FIRST, ALWAYS FIRST

UKG students came to school dressed as Freedom fighters to

commemorate Independence Day on 10 August, 2023

Pre-Primary dressed as freedom fighters



INDEPENDENCE DAY: NATION FIRST, ALWAYS FIRST

Grade I(MC) undertook a colouring activity

with national flag, national animal, national

fruit and national flower.

UKG A & B(MC) commemorating Independence Day on 14th August,

2023 by colouring the badge. Students rendered several patriotic

songs.



FESTIVALS

Varamahalaksmi- Welcome home Lakshmi, the Goddess of Wealth and

Prosperity. Let the divine presence of Varamahalakshmi transform your

life into a tapestry of abundance and joy!

Students of UKG celebrated Varalakshmi Pooja by dressing up in

colourful ethnic attire. Little girls in Lehengas and little boys in

Sherwanis were a sight to behold. They also shared information about

preparations being done in their homes for welcoming Goddess

Lakshmi.



FESTIVALS

Onam is an annual Indian harvest and cultural festival celebrated

by people of Kerala.

May your life be decorated like Pookkolam, Sail in harmony like a snake

boat,And provide you variety like the food at community luncheons.

Children of Grade I collected and sorted flowers enthusiastically to help

teachers decorate the Pookkolam.



FESTIVALS

Raksha Bandhan

Tying Rakhi to brothers symbolizes a bond of protection, not just

between biological siblings, but also between people from different

backgrounds. UKG children of both campuses celebrated Raksha

Bandhan by tying Rakhi to their friends.



Krishna Janmashtami

Krishna Janmashtami was celebrated at Capitol on September 

7, 2023. Children of UKG came beautifully dressed as Bal 

Gopals and Baby Radhas with full Josh, carrying flutes and 

butter. Lord Krishna would be mesmerized by their cute smiles



Gowri-Ganesha

On 15th September, Lord Ganesha visited Capitol. As per tradition, a

Thoran of mango leaves and a beautiful Rangoli adorned our campus.

Pooja was performed and all UKG A& B kids(MC), who were decked

up in ethnic wear.





ENIGMA-INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION

“I can, I will –End of story!”

Sixteen students from Capitol’s Additional Campus did us proud

winning laurels in Enigma - an Inter School Fest organised by AECS

Magnolia Maaruti Public School. The contest saw our prodigies

participating with great zeal and enthusiasm, exhibiting their artistic

calibre, word power and oratory skills besides giving expression to

their creative instincts in the Drawing, JAM, Paper Presentation and

Quiz contests.

Those who came out with flying colours are Arya Acharya of Grade

IX-C (MC) (III place in Drawing) and Roopashree A, Smrithi Hegde

and Tejas. A of Grade IX B(MC)( III place in Just A Minute)



ENIGMA-INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION



SILICON SAMSKRUTHI - INTER SCHOOL COMPETITION

Our school participated in Interschool Festival organised by 

Silicon City Pre University College.  Around 50 students 

participated in various events like Mehendi Design, Rangoli, 

Word Framing, Handwriting, Quiz, Solo Dance, Pencil 

Sketch, Pick and Speak, Carrom, Chess etc. The following 

students from our school participated and won various 

awards

Name Grade Event Prize

Thanushree S B IX A Handwriting I

Vaishnavi K H X A Word Framing I

Mrinali Bhat X A Word Framing I

DeboPriya Chakraborty

Kavya K N

IX B

IX C

Quiz I

Janani K

Mounika N

IX A Carrom I

Aditi A Navale IX A Handwriting III

Arya Acharya IX C Pick and Speak III

Gagana V S

Deepika Prajapathi A

IX A Rangoli III

Sohan Ravindra X C Chess III



HOPE SCHOOLS INDIA - GROOMS OUR TALENT

“ I believe that every person is born with talent.”__ Maya
Angelou.

Our pool of talent came alive at the 21st All India HOPE

Talent Contest organised by Schools India. It was a treat to

see our students displaying their artistic talent and their

awesome word power. The response to the contest was

mindboggling to say the least as our students’ creativity

crossed all bounds.



HOPE SCHOOLS INDIA - GROOMS OUR TALENT



“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can
use to change the world.”—Nelson Mandela.

A Special Assembly by grades VIII and IX was held to mark the

birth anniversary of anti-apartheid hero Nelson Mandela with

our talented lot coming out with tastefully crafted posters and

performances extolling the virtues of this legendary South

African leader.

NELSON MANDELA DAY – IT IS IN YOUR HANDS.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY: 

CLEAN EARTH IS HAPPY EARTH

“ We are the first generation to feel the impact of climate

change and the last generation that can do something
about it.”__ Barack Obama.

Grades VIII, IX and X students proved how much they care

for the world they live in at this year's World Environment

Day which was held on the theme *#BeatPlasticPollution.*

The children shared valuable insights on animal and human

suffering due to over usage of plastic and its indiscriminate

disposal, through the medium of dance and drama. Our CEO

Mrs Indira Kulai encouraged students to become active eco-

warriors of Mother Earth. Vice Principal Mrs Prathima

Prakash gave them valuable tips on how students can do

their bit in helping beat the plastic menace.



WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY: 

CLEAN EARTH IS HAPPY EARTH
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WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY: 

CLEAN EARTH IS HAPPY EARTH



READING DAY CELEBRATIONS: BOOKS ARE THE 

MIRRORS OF THE SOUL.

“The more that you read, the more things you will know, the

more that you learn,, the more places you will go.”

On National Reading Day, reading sessions were conducted from

19th June to 3rd July for students of Grades VI to X to inculcate the

habit of reading. The students brought a book of their choice from

home and read it out. Activities like Mini Book Making, User Manual

Making, Book Review, Story Weaving and Author Calendar saw the

students participating enthusiastically. They were briefed about the

significance of the day and also on the role of Mr PN Panicker who is

considered the Father of Kerala’s Library and Literacy Movement.



READING DAY CELEBRATIONS: BOOKS ARE THE 

MIRRORS OF THE SOUL.



To my dad, the strongest, wisest and most loving man I know. Thank

you for everything you have done for me.Father’s day is celebrated all

around the world, even though it originated in the United States.

UKG students celebrated Father’s day on 16 June, 2023. Fathers

took time off their busy schedule and were there for their children.

Many interesting games and events were organised to uncover the

overwhelming love of fathers towards their children. Fathers made a

collage of father-daughter/son pictures and were rightly honoured by

our Principal, Mrs. Padmasri. Y.

FATHERS DAY



FATHERS DAY

COLOURS DAY

Colour plays a vitally important role in the world in which we live.

Colour can sway thinking, change actions and cause reactions. As a

powerful form of communication, colour is irreplaceable. At Capitol we

celebrate colour day on Fridays. We celebrated red, blue, green, yellow

and orange days.



COLOURS DAY



COLOURS DAY



COLOURS DAY



COLOURS DAY



SAVE TIGER 



Seed germination Activity

UKG and Grade I learnt how to

grow plant from seeds. They

demonstrated by bringing a plastic

bowl and planting seeds.



FUN ACTIVITY – LEARNING BY DOING



FUN ACTIVITY – LEARNING BY DOING

Mask making activity was done by Grade 1 A, B & C. Children

drew pictures, coloured and made animal masks



FUN ACTIVITY – LEARNING BY DOING
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FUN ACTIVITY – LEARNING BY DOING



ORGAN DONATION DAY – SAVE A LIFE AFTERLIFE

“The measure of life is not its duration but its 
donation.”—Peter Marshall.

Organ donation helps save countless lives and on August 13

which is observed as WORLD ORGAN DONATION DAY, a

special assembly was organised to raise awareness about the

importance of organ donation. The highlight was a Mime

dance performed by students of Grades VIII, IX and X (AC) to

showcase the importance of donating healthy organs of the

departed to those in need.



SANSKRIT DIWAS- THE MOTHER OF ALL LANGUAGES.

“People without the knowledge of their past history, origin and

culture is like a tree without roots.”—Marcus Garvey

Sanskrit Diwas was celebrated on August 31, by students of Grades

VI to VIII of both campuses with great enthusiasm with song and

dance marking the occasion. Students were reminded of the need to

take pride in Indian heritage and our ancient languages like Sanskrit.

HINDI DIWAS – SIMPLEST SOURCE OF EXPRESSION OF 

OUR NATION 

Language and culture play an important

role in connecting people. Hindi is a

language of love, togetherness and

brotherhood. To mark the importance of

our country’s most widely spoken language

we celebrated Hindi Diwas on 14th

September. Students from grades VI to X

showcased their talent with great

enthusiasm and expressed their love and

respect for Hindi by participating in

various activities like dance, songs , poem

recitation, speech etc.,



HINDI DIWAS – SIMPLEST SOURCE OF EXPRESSION OF 

OUR NATION 



YOGA DAY: AN ANCIENT TREASURE COMES ALIVE

“Yoga is invigoration in relaxation. Freedom in routine. Confidence

through self-control. The energy within and energy without.”-

Ymber Delecto.

This year, the theme for International Yoga Day 2023 is 'Yoga for

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam,' one Earth, one family.

To mark the occasion of International Yoga Day 2023, students from

grade VIII of both campuses partook enthusiastically in the special yoga

assembly that was conducted in the school premises. The excitement of

the children was palpable as they geared up to celebrate Yoga. The

boundless peace of doing the asanas was amply visible right from the

faces of the students.

.

YOGA DAY: AN ANCIENT TREASURE COMES ALIVE

HINDI DIWAS – SIMPLEST SOURCE OF EXPRESSION OF 

OUR NATION 



YOGA DAY: AN ANCIENT TREASURE COMES ALIVE



INTERNATIONAL DAY AGAINST DRUG ABUSE–

DRUGS END ALL DREAMS

A Police team from Konanakunte Police Station visited our School

Main Campus on 26/6/2023 to orient the students of grades VIII and

IX about how life is precious and should not be wasted. They

presented a small video and emphasised both on the drawbacks of

consuming drugs and on learning to say ‘No’ to this poison.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: YOUR DOOR TO 

CREATIVITY

“ Creativity is seeing what others see and thinking what no one

else ever thought.”__ Albert Einstein.

At Capitol we offer a wide range of co-curricular activities which

provide opportunities galore for students for self expression and

creativity fulfilment. The CCA Coordinator Mrs Savitha Bhushana

provided students enough challenges with her innovative and

interesting activities. Students thoroughly enjoyed the sessions and

enthusiastically participated in each and every activity.



NAME OF THE EVENT CONDUCTED FOR GRADES

MASK MAKING

DRAWING AND PAINTING

STORY TELLING

I,II and III

PEBBLE ART

GARLAND MAKING
IV and V

KITE PAINTING

SCRIPT WRITING

STORY ENACTMENT

VI and VII

TEA COASTER MAKING

SCRIPT WRITING

FABRIC PAINTING

VIII

BOUQUET MAKING

TRAY MAKING

YOUTH PARLIAMENT

FASHION SHOW

IX and X

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: YOUR DOOR TO 

CREATIVITY
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CAREER GUIDANCE – WE COACH TO PERFECTION

“ Whatever you decide to do, make sure it makes you happy.”

__Paulo Coelho.

A career guidance session took place on 19th June 2023 under the

guidance of Dr. Gulfam Hashmi. The Grade X students of Additional

Campus enthusiastically participated in the discussion. They gained lot

of confidence and clarity regarding the career choices in the medical

field.



INTERACT CLUB: SERVICE ABOVE SELF 

“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we

give.”__ Winston Churchill.

To inculcate and hone social service skills and to discover the magic in

the words ‘Service above Self,’ Interact Club was launched on 21stJuly

2023 at the Additional Campus for Grades VIII and IX. President of the

Rotary Club Bangalore, Rtn. Srinivas Rao presided over the event which

also saw the active participation of Rotary Secretary Rtn. Pavan Kumar,

Youth Service Director- Rtn. Prabha Rao K and other eminent

Rotarians. School Principal Mrs Padmasri Y and CEO Mrs Indira Kulai

and Vice Principal Mrs Prathima Prakash lent their support.

Office Bearers 2023-24

Designation Name (MC) Name (AC)

President

Debopriyo Chakraborty 

(IX B) Dhruv Dave

Vice President Anjali.K (IX A) Akshara Sharma

Secretary Advaith.P (IX A) Dvita Bhavesh Ashra

Joint Secretary Kavya K.N (IX C) Amogh Tejus Manjrekar

Sergeant of Arms Smrithi Hegde (IX B) Kaviraj Rajan

Treasurer Kushi.S (IX C) Ganji Veera Mahathi

Director 1-Club Service Poshikashree.N (IX A) Avyay P M

Director 2-Vocational 

Service Yashwanth Kumar (IX C) Nalamaru Devika

Director 3- Community 

Service Shashank M (IX B) Niheethaa N

Director 4-Youth Service Maanya.A .Rao (IX A) Abhinav Shrivatsa S

Director 5- International 

Services

Mohammed Owaiz (IX B) Sanjana Singh

Director 6-Public Image Mrinalini .J (IX B) Shankar D



INTERACT CLUB: SERVICE ABOVE SELF 

“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we

give.”__ Winston Churchill.

To inculcate and hone social service skills and to discover the magic in

the words ‘Service above Self,’ Interact Club was launched on 21stJuly

2023 at the Additional Campus for Grades VIII and IX. President of the

Rotary Club Bangalore, Rtn. Srinivas Rao presided over the event which

also saw the active participation of Rotary SecretaryRtn. Pavan Kumar,

Youth Service Director- Rtn. Prabha Rao K and other eminent Rotarians.

School Principal Mrs Padmasri Y and CEO Mrs Indira Kulai and Vice

Principal Mrs Prathima Prakash lent their support.



TEACHER’S DAY: A DAY TO RESPECT MENTORS OF LIFE

Teacher’s Day on September 5 saw a wonderful tribute by students to

their teachers who are their mentors in every sphere of life. It was a

joyous experience as students presented skits, games, songs and

dances and presented greeting cards and cute gifts to their teachers.

“…If the people remember me as a good teacher that will be

the biggest honour for me.”__ A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.

INTERACT CLUB DEBATE ‘IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON 

MENTAL HEALTH’

Capitol Public School Additional Campus were the hosts for the inter-

school debate organised on 30th August by Rotary Club to create

awareness amongst students regarding the pros and cons of the usage

of social media in daily life. Several students from neighbouring

schools debated enthusiastically about the topic.



TEACHER’S DAY: A DAY TO RESPECT MENTORS OF LIFE





EYE CHECK UP CAMP – VISION CORRECTION

Our school was visited by a team of Ophthalmologists from

Shekar Eye Hospital, who examined our students for eye check

up. Doctors educated children about how to take proper care

of their eyes. Those children who needed further consultation

had been provided with eye check-up pass.

TEACHER’S DAY: A DAY TO RESPECT MENTORS OF LIFE



CBSE ACTIVITIES – EBSB

The ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’

aims to celebrate the cultural

diversity of India through mutual

interaction and reciprocity

between the people of different

states and union territories.

Keeping in view the aim we

conducted various interesting

and engrossing activities for the

students of Grades VI to X of

both campuses.

Mandala Art of Ladakh

Shanti Stupa of Ladakh



CBSE ACTIVITIES – EBSB



CBSE ACTIVITIES – EBSB

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV – VEER GATHA PROJECT

The CBSE project Veer Gatha was held from 24th – 28th August for

Grades VIII and IX students who exhibited their artistic talents in

activities like poem writing, essay writing, drawing and power point

presentations. Our students Ms Kshithi P Joshi (VIII A) and Ms

Anushka Agarwal (IX A) of Main Campus received participatory

certificates from the Ministry of Education making us all proud.

Jahnavi (X A) and Abhiram (VI A) of Additional Campus won prizes in

Poem and Essay Writing category. The event provided students an

opportunity to honour the acts of bravery and sacrifice of the Armed

Forces and was a resounding success



CBSE SCIENCE CHALLENGE

The CBSE Science challenge is a rigorous

examination that evaluates students on a

multitude of scientific disciplines. As an

initiative to generate curiosity, enquiry

and higher-order thinking amongst the

learners, the Board organised the CBSE

Science Challenge for students of Grades

VIII - X during the month of April/May

2023. The CBSE Science Competition was

conducted through two rounds – within

the school, and inter-school.

Sharvari Sathish and Samhitha Varsha

Raj of grade VIII and Arundathi Anantha

Avadhani of Grade X, were selected for the

II round and received “Certificates of

Appreciation”.

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV – VEER GATHA PROJECT



FIELD TRIP – ADVENTURE AWAITS

“The world is a book and those who do not travel read only

one page.”__ Augustine of Hippo

Exploring nature is dear to every student’s heart and offers a

welcome break from strenuous academic activity. Students of

Grades VI to X let out the stress and strain as they embarked

on visits to various resorts after a long break of three years.

Team building activities and adventure sports were the joyful

experiences as they visited Suggee Resort, Area 83 and

Discovery Village.



FIELD TRIP – ADVENTURE AWAITS
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FIELD TRIP – ADVENTURE AWAITS

Grade I & II (MC) went on a trip to the park. They observed nature

and teachers explained to them about different types of plants and

flowers.



ART INTEGRATES – THINK UNLIMITED.

“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.” __

Pablo Picasso.

Capitolites gave expression to the theme of art integration by exploring

how the art of Karnataka can find resonating themes in the art of a

faraway place like Ladakh. Through a splash of colour and creative

skills, our students made the learning process joyful.

KALEIDOSCOPE:

ART INTEGRATED LEARNING

Art Integrated Learning is a teaching-

learning model which is based on

learning ‘through the arts’ and ‘with

the arts. Students explore creatively

while building connections between

different concepts through various art

forms. Here is a kaleidoscope of the

class events and activities that added

colour and vigour and kept us going

with renewed energy through the year.

Our classrooms bustled with activity

this year-both academic and non-

academic as students exhibited

unusual zeal and enthusiasm in all

subject related work they took up



ART INTEGRATES – THINK UNLIMITED.
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Art Integrates – Think Unlimited.



ART INTEGRATES – THINK UNLIMITED.
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ART INTEGRATES – THINK UNLIMITED.



ANNUAL SPORTS MEET–CITIUS,ALTIUS,FORTIUS

Winners never quit and quitters never win.’—Vince Lombardi

Annual Sports Day is an event to remember over and over again. The

sports event was not just about competition but ignited the fire and

self confidence in each one of us. September 8 was a day of energy and

enthusiasm when students of Grades VI to X assembled at the school

ground in the main campus. Dr Sudha Chandrasekhar-Secretary,

Capitol Public School, hoisted the School Flag and the Sports Flag.

She declared the sports meet open by lighting the torch. The winners

were given medals. There were 6 track events, relay race and kabadi

competition. In the subsequent prize distribution the winners of the

various events were given medals.

Academic activity is participative in nature no doubt and at Capitol, we

look forward to the unstinted support of every parent and student in

every endeavour of ours in the days and months to come. Let’s unite to

build a generation of youngsters who will do us proud. Happy vacation

to one and all!

HAPPY VACATION! HAPPY DUSSEHRA!

CONCLUSION


